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N

ational Defense University Professor of International Security Affairs Paul Miller argues
that critics who say America lacks a coherent Grand Strategy are wrong. Since the end
of the Cold War, America has pursued at least one pillar of Grand Strategy: democracy
promotion.1 America’s near obsession with spreading democracy has its roots in the
th
early 20 Century and the policy of Manifest Destiny in the 1800s.2 The National Security Strategy (NSS)
has further solidified the role democracy promotion plays in U.S. foreign policy and, since the end of the
Cold War, has also been partnered with human rights. In his 1990 NSS, President George H. W. Bush
stated, “The American message of democracy, respect for human rights, and the free flow of ideas is as
crucial and inspiring today as it was forty-five years ago.”3 The relationship between human rights and
democracy has been reaffirmed in every NSS since. In fact, the Obama administration “enshrined
democracy and human rights in the new National Security Strategy, which mentions democracy and1
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related concepts more than 160 times.”4 Clearly, Americans consider democracy and human rights to be
two sides of the same policy coin. This symbiotic relationship, however, has not been conceded by all.
A growing body of scholars question whether these ideals are compatible partners in foreign
policy. The debate centers on their competing principles which, when pursued simultaneously, could
undermine each other and make the world less stable. This happens because American policy makers
unknowingly make ethical decisions based on competing goals, some of which threaten allied nondemocratic governments and render foreign policy pursuits ineffective. Thus, the coupling of democracy
promotion in conjunction with human rights as a fundamental principle of U.S. foreign policy does not
serve American interests. Understanding this ethical dilemma and debating the promotion of each as a
separate issue will provide insights into the wisdom of their partnership.
The Ethical Dilemma
At first glance, advocating both human rights and democracy appears to empower the
individual: democracy gives voice to the people, and human rights protect individuals. Both are
elements of a liberal democracy and so seem natural partners. While their promotion has been closely
linked, Jack Donnelly— the University of Denver’s Andrew W. Mellon Professor of International
Studies—suggests these ideals are fundamentally in conflict with each other. His argument
demonstrates the policy maker’s ethical dilemma when promoting them in unison.
Essentially, democracy “aims to empower the people in order to ensure that they, rather than
some other group in society, rule.”5 This distribution of power ensures no individual or small group can
dictate the terms of relationships among people, thus making the people sovereign. Divesting power to
individuals theoretically provides security by granting sovereignty to all people for all issues, without
limit. Thus, democracy promotes unrestricted rights for society and protects individuals by relying on
the moderation effect of all voices to a state’s absolute power.
Alternately, human rights promotion advocates for a minimum standard for all citizens, seeking
“to limit the powers of government and empower individuals, thus limiting rather than empowering the
people and their government.”6 Human rights focus on methods governments use to rule and seek to
restrict its power. This is the source of the ethical dilemma in the pursuit of both ideals: in a democracy,
the people, as the state, have unrestricted power, but promoting human rights works to limit a state’s
power. Policy makers unwittingly avoid the decision of whether to promote the primacy of individuals or
states when advocating both. Counter-intuitively, this dilemma is exacerbated by focusing on results and
not process.
Recent democracy promotion efforts link human rights achievements to support the inherent
element of their correctness, noting democracies have a better record on average than non-democratic
states. However, as Donnelly notes, “[H]uman rights practices among democracies vary dramatically.
The democratic principle of popular rule is at best only indirectly and contingently connected with
respect for the full range of internationally recognized human rights.”7 Respect for human rights occurs
only when rights are recognized as applying to all citizens. Democracies theoretically achieve this when
popular votes mute extremist viewpoints and acknowledge universal rights. However, reality differs
from theory. Donnelly continues, “[E]lectoral democracies often serve the particular interests of key
constituencies. Direct democracy, as Athens dramatically illustrated, can be remarkably intolerant.”8
Electoral democracies use elections as a public expression of the will of the people. This implies
that for an election to support human rights and restrict people’s power, a pre-requisite is that citizens
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recognize human rights are a public good and should be promoted. The reality is generally the opposite:
“Pure procedural democracy can easily degenerate into non-democratic or even anti-democratic
formalism…when we discuss types of democracy, attention usually shifts from the noun, democracy, to
the adjectives describing democracy, such as substantive, procedural, electoral, direct, representative,
liberal, guided, and people's…[T]he human rights work of most contemporary ‘democracies’ is rooted in
substantive adjectives such as ‘liberal.’”9 If advancement of human rights in conjunction with democracy
is a policy goal, then what must be promoted is “liberal” democracy. Thus, policy makers must choose
whether to promote the primacy of the state (democracy) or the individual (human rights) to avoid an
ethical dilemma, a dilemma only avoided by de-linking these pursuits.
Democracy Promotion Challenges
Woodrow Wilson led America into World War I in part with the intent of making the world safe
for American-style liberal democracy. This infectious sense of mission has led some to pursue his vision
with almost zealous ambition to reshape the world in America’s image.10 However, the promotion of
liberal democracy has devolved to a pursuit of any democracy and for good reasons. Democracy
promotion supporters claim democracies provide stability because they are more peaceful. Numerous
studies show democracies go to war less often with their neighbors and tend to contribute to overall
global stability. They are “less likely to use violence against citizens and therefore less likely to draw in
outside intervention. They rarely sponsor international terrorism. Democracies…rarely experience
famine, and produce fewer refugees than non-democracies, which means they require less international
aid.”11
It has also been suggested that democracy promotion serves America’s interests because it
keeps “power diffused among many sovereign states and international organisations (sic) to prevent the
rise of a hostile, coercive hegemon. The growth of democracy abroad alters the balance of power in the
United States’ favour (sic).”12 It seems appropriate that democracy promotion was institutionalized in
American policy after a 1983 speech by President Ronald Reagan.13 Unfortunately, the question of how
best to pursue democracy promotion has been “marked by a naive belief that just because democracy is
good, it is therefore easy. It is not.”14
Two major schools of thought dominate democracy promotion: sequentialism and gradualism.
Sequentialists support developing institutions of democracy and rule of law prior to thrusting the
responsibilities of democracy on a people; democracy follows in sequence. Efforts focus on developing
“impartial state institutions that provide a framework for civic action and a focal point for civic
loyalty.”15 They believe institutions must come before process to avoid misguided democratic
development, citing modern examples among dysfunctional democracies.16 Sequentialists seek to
develop institutions supporting the rule of law to promote liberal democracy, even if that relies on an
autocratic government for a transitional period. They believe institutions protect the powerless, and
failing to protect the disenfranchised dooms prospects for democracy.17 This approach contrasts
significantly with the gradualists.
Gradualists seek democratic transition immediately, eschewing the notion that an autocratic
government would willingly develop democratic institutions; democracy gradually develops with
increased experience.18 Instead, they concede that democratic transitions are often messy; initial
attempts at “open competitive politics…[can] accentuate social differences. In some instances elections
appear to contribute to or even stimulate violent conflict.”19 Critics of this approach say initial bad
experiences in democracy promotion can delay or inhibit the development of representative
government.20 Gradualists accept this chaos as a necessary phase, using public opinion polls from non15
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democratic nations to demonstrate support for early elections, emphasizing democracy’s electoral
aspect.21
This important distinction highlights a major issue in the promotion of democracy. A report by
the International Institute for Democracy and Electoral Assistance (IDEA) notes, “The current emphasis
on democratic elections may strengthen certain kinds of political regime and the competition between
political parties, but it does not guarantee state responses to collective needs, the participation of civil
society in decision-making processes, or the social and political accountability of the ruling classes in
developing and transitional societies … Elections are critical for democracy, but democracy is more than
electoral processes” (italics in original).22 Unfortunately, policy makers often fail to distinguish between
a liberal democracy and a government that holds democratic elections of dubious validity. As Professor
Miller notes, democracy is more than elections: it is a concept imbued within a nation’s culture through
its habits and beliefs.23 This debate demonstrates that while democracy as an end can be envisioned, the
process of creating a democracy is more opaque; this has led to inconsistent policies of democracy
promotion and eroding support for the agenda among the American polity.24
Francis Fukuyama expressed concerns about democratization, especially regarding violent
transitions. He argues that insisting “state building be accomplished under liberal and democratic
rules…may simply be freezing conflicts that will eventually reemerge, thereby threatening whatever
democracy and rule of law has been achieved in the meantime.”25 Democratization often results in
hardening lines between ethnic groups and increasing tensions that can devolve into human rights
tragedies, like Rwanda. However, he remains convinced that “even if a culture does not put a value on
individual rights per se, liberal democracy is ultimately required for good governance and economic
growth.”26
Finally, democratization requires patience, a trait in short supply in America. Georgetown Law
Professor Rosa Brooks contends Americans are either idealists who believe tailored aid packages and
technical assistance will bring about necessary changes or cynics who believe a country is not ready for
democracy because reforms do not take place on schedule.27 She notes that patience is a must, since “it
took the 20 fastest-performing states 27 years to begin to get a serious grip on corruption, 36 years to
achieve basic government effectiveness, and 41 years to achieve a basic rule-of-law culture.”28 Thus,
democratization is time-consuming, chaotic and, usually, violent. It is a process on which no one agrees
where to begin, no one agrees on what the end-state looks like, and, most important, often leads to
human rights violations during transition.
Human Rights Promotion Challenges
Human rights promotion as an American policy also has a long pedigree, beginning with the
founding documents declaring each person has rights granted not by government but by their creator.
The emphasis on “natural” rights implied they are not bounded or affected by the “unnatural” borders
of governments; they were, in effect, “universal.” It would take 170 years for this view to become
codified internationally, but in 1948 the United Nations successfully drafted and approved the Universal
Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). While there were no official objections to the adoption of the
UDHR, eight autocratic nations chose to abstain from the vote. Their abstention established that
although broad support for human rights existed, trepidation existed about its meaning for ruling
autocratic governments.
The issue of human rights clearly has broad international support, as measured by the number
of signatories to multiple human rights agreements, and few governments publicly condemn their
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values.29 However, critics point out that the original UDHR was signed during a period of colonial rule
and indigenous populations had little or no voice in the matter.30 Attempts to redress this issue began in
1990 when a number of Islamic nations gathered in Cairo to issue their own declaration on human
rights.31 Thus, while the source of dignity is debated, broad consensus remains to support human rights,
yet some countries resist promoting them.32 Resistance stems from their tendency to limit a state’s
authority within its borders, with the strongest resistance coming from developing countries.
Developing countries use the fragile nature of their new governments to “justify their resistance to civil
and political rights on the grounds that they are less important and urgent than economic and social
rights.”33 However, autocratic governments may find some characteristics of human rights that make
adoption attractive.
The most important is that “human rights are, in a significant sense, profoundly anti-democratic.
For example, the U.S. Supreme Court is, by design, “anti-democratic” because it regularly frustrates the
will of the people.”34 While seemingly counter-intuitive, human rights establish boundaries of conduct
within a society to limit individual freedoms; limiting rights is understandable to autocratic
governments. They also represent standards that accord to all political actors, including
intergovernmental organizations, multi-national corporations, and more. This enables an authoritarian
government to act legitimately while limiting outsider interference in internal affairs. Human rights
institutions are compatible with all forms of governance and do not require the overthrow of autocratic
governments. It also does not make democratization inevitable, since programs on human rights
establish goals and not mechanisms.35
Recommendations
Comparing both ideals, the promotion of human rights has had a much more even, positive
trajectory. The Vienna Conference in 1993, sponsored by the United Nations, is the largest conference
held on human rights. Its findings recognized the interdependence of democracy, development, and
human rights. Most important, it did not state these elements are complementary nor are they
dependent; rather, it emphasized their interdependence. In fact, it stated that “democracy enables the
protection of peoples through institutional safeguards, equality before the law, and the advancement of
human rights.”36 This statement likely bolstered efforts to tie human rights with democracy promotion
despite the fact that promoting democracy has not gained global support.
The Economist Intelligence Unit published their 2010 Democracy Index, entitled “Democracy in
Retreat.” They noted a resurgence of anti-democratic movements after democratization in the world
stalled in 2008.37 Thomas Carothers believes the resistance to democracy by autocratic governments is
actually a recognition of its effectiveness against them.38 International objections also stem from
perceptions of double-standards. U.S. support of the unpopular government of Pervez Musharraf in
pursuit of stability led critics to claim that democracy was really a “club,” used against countries like
Zimbabwe and Iran, but not allies like Saudi Arabia or Egypt. As a result, some view democracy
promotion as a proxy strategy for advancing geostrategic objectives.39 Accusations of double-standards
highlight that “democracies…prioritize stability over democracy in their foreign policies.”40 Thus,
democracy promotion can appear undemocratic to global audiences.41
Human rights promotion carries no such baggage. First, the Vienna Convention defines common
ground with autocratic allies and countries not aligned with our interests. Second, it allows the United
States to return to moral ground, legitimately supporting critical allies in human rights promotion while
not promoting democratization in autocratic governments. Americans can stay true to their belief in the
inherent goodness of democracy since human rights, development and democracy are interdependent.
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Finally, advocating a human rights agenda reassures autocratic allies that we do not seek regime change,
since it is compatible with all forms of government. Exclusively pursuing a human rights agenda to
establish standards of conduct more closely matches U.S. security interests. Thus, abandoning the
promotion of democracy is more likely to foster global stability.
Conclusion
Much has changed since the end of the Cold War when Francis Fukuyama famously declared
the “end of history” after an initial surge in democratization. However, the recent global economic
crisis has called into question the true stability of the democracies that built the current economic
system. This apparent weakness of the liberal democratic order has created a crisis of confidence.
Thomas Carothers, a staunch democracy promotion advocate, states, “Democracy promotion can no
longer assume a consensus about the preeminence of democracy among the main geostrategic
actors in the world. It has to return to the challenge of engaging in global debates over the very
value of democracy itself.”42 Human rights promotion does not suffer from this identity crisis. It is
clear simultaneous promotion of human rights and democracy is not complementary. Fundamental
differences create an ethical dilemma for policy makers, resulting in discord that can undermine
global stability. It is time to resolve this dilemma by exclusively promoting human rights.
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